No single sensor can acquire complete information by applying one or several multi-surveys to cultural object reconstruction. For instance, a terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) usually obtains information on building facades, whereas aerial photogrammetry is capable of providing the perspective for building roofs. In this study, a camera-equipped unmanned aerial vehicle system (UAV) and a TLS were used in an integrated design to capture 3D point clouds and thus facilitate the acquisition of whole information on an object of interest for cultural heritage. A camera network is proposed to modify the image-based 3D reconstruction or structure from motion (SfM) method by taking full advantage of the flight control data acquired by the UAV platform. The camera network improves SfM performances in terms of image matching efficiency and the reduction of mismatches. Thus, this camera network modified SfM is employed to process the OPEN ACCESS Remote Sens. 2014, 6 10414 overlapping UAV image sets and to recover the scene geometry. The SfM output covers most information on building roofs, but has sparse resolution. The dense multi-view 3D reconstruction algorithm is then applied to improve in-depth detail. The two groups of point clouds from image reconstruction and TLS scanning are registered from coarse to fine with the use of an iterative method. This methodology has been tested on one historical monument in Fujian Province, China. Results show a final point cloud with complete coverage and in-depth details. Moreover, findings demonstrate that these two platforms, which integrate the scanning principle and image reconstruction methods, can supplement each other in terms of coverage, sensing resolution, and model accuracy to create high-quality 3D recordings and presentations.
Introduction
The use of a 3D model derived from a cultural or historical heritage domain has recently become the focus of considerable attention for different purposes, such as preservation [1] , as-built documentation [2] , reconstruction [3] , and museum exhibitions [4] . This model has also become an important component of the modern digital age. In fact, a significant number of initiatives in the form of research and development projects have focused on establishing 3D documentation as an affordable, practical, and effective mechanism that enables the content enrichment of cultural or historical heritage digital libraries [5] [6] [7] . The 3D reconstruction method has recently become an important procedure, particularly for historical heritage preservation capability. This procedure was added to the UNESCO World Heritage list in 1985, thus proving that 3D reconstruction is vital to the conservation and preservation of building complexes.
Most available instruments or techniques produce high-quality results for 3D reconstruction; these techniques are thus accepted as common practices for recording historical or cultural heritage objects [8] . The most common techniques are based on classical surveying (e.g., total station, Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)/Global Positioning System (GPS)) and/or traditional photogrammetry with control points and a human operator [1] . This task is time consuming and requires sustained attention. However, 3D reconstruction techniques that rely on laser scanning and a large number of automated image-based methods have recently become available [3] .
TLS systems have been widely used for cultural or historical heritage documentation, as well as for 3D reconstruction and visualization [2] . The scanner measures the distance from the scanner to the object surface either by using the time-of-flight (TOF) principle or by measuring the waveform between transmitted and received signals [2] . In the TOF principle, distance is computed on the basis of the measurement of the response time of a light beam between transmission and reception. Meanwhile, in the second method, distance is computed by comparing the wave difference between the transmitted and received signals [9, 10] . With the known triangulation principle, this process will produce a group of 3D points. Each point is indexed with a coordinate position as well as with the intensity of the returned pulse.
Numerous researchers have reconstructed 3D models that have been applied to cultural heritage objects with the use of a TLS device, which directly produces 3D points and provides dense geometry information. In addition, TLS clouds produce a 3D model for an object with realistic size and high accuracy, even though some range scanning techniques result in a cloud with rough accuracy.
Image-based 3D reconstruction techniques are considered cost-effective and efficient for producing a high-quality 3D digital model of real-word objects in terms of hardware requirements, knowledge background, and man-hours [11] . At least two images with common features are generally required. Additionally, 3D data accompanied by texture information can be derived through perspective or projective geometry formulations [12] . These methods (mainly computer vision [13] ) are generally preferred in case of lost objects, monuments, or architectures with regular or complex geometric shapes, small objects with free-form shape, mapping applications, deformation analysis, and time or location constraints for data acquisition and processing [1] . The most popular among these available techniques are the structure from motion (SfM) [14] and dense multi-view 3D reconstruction (DMVR) [15] algorithms. These methods can recover scene geometry by processing a number of unordered images that depict a scene from perspective viewpoints with high overlaps. The pipeline is generally composed of different steps that are automatically performed. First, camera parameters are automatically computed by matching the corresponding features shared between different views that depict overlapping areas [14] . The bundle adjustment method is typically employed to improve the accuracy of camera trajectory calculation, minimize projection error, and prevent the error buildup of camera tracking [16] . The SfM technique attempts to recover camera parameters and a sparse point cloud of the scene, whereas the DMVR method focuses on improving the thoroughness of detail in the point cloud. A number of software solutions that integrate these algorithms have been made available to the general public over the last decades. Anestis et al. [11] provided a detailed review of state-of-the-art image-based 3D reconstruction techniques involved in research, projects, or systems. For instance, the open source Bundle [17] is accepted as the basis of the SfM system and has thus undergone successive improvements [18] [19] [20] . Moreover, Patch-based Multi-view Stereo (PMVS) [15] is accepted as one of the most popular DMVR algorithms. A large number of commercial software programs, such as Visual SFM [21] , PhotoModeler [22] , and PhotoScan [23] , that integrate SfM and DMVR algorithms are available. Moreover, with the emergence of UAV and its applications, Pix4D developed the Pix4UAV [24] software that aims at processing UAV optical sequences to create 3D digital elevation models. The camera-equipped UAV platform overcomes the problems of traditional photogrammetry in terms of launching site constraints, camera calibration, and high cost. Furthermore, the UAV platform, especially rotors with hovering capability, enables the possibility of area measurements, which poses location constraints in TLS scanning. This feature makes up for the incapability of TLS to measure building roofs. Despite these successes in the 3D reconstruction of cultural heritage objects, numerous challenges remain. Remondino et al. [1] highlighted the actual problems and main challenges confronted in every process of the 3D reconstruction of large and complex sites or objects. These processes ranged from data acquisition to the visualization of the final 3D models. A significant challenge is posed by the selection of the appropriate platform for data acquisition, data processing, data quality, and complexity, as well as geometric resolution variety.
For TLS measurement, one limitation is attributed to the additional high cost entailed by such device. Moreover, geometry can be extracted with unusable texture information because such systems are equipped with an inner camera, which is sensitive to illumination. Additionally, the procedures for terrestrial surveying typically capture information on facades and are beyond the range of measuring building roofs unless the device is placed higher than the object, which further limits the universal application of this method. For SfM 3D reconstruction, the main problem is the time consumed by the added image, which requires a search for all candidates during image matching and thus results in significant redundancy [25, 26] . Moreover, traversal matching also results in a large number of mismatches between pairs of images without common features. Furthermore, model accuracy is unstable and is affected by the quality of sequence initialization and bundle adjustment. In most cases, the model errors reportedly reach 5% (accuracy of c. 1:20) ; however, these errors can be improved to an order of magnitude through a carefully planned network [27] .
The combination or integration of hybrid sensors and techniques has been proven to be the best solution for 3D modeling applied to heritage sites with large or complex structures [28] . A large number of previous studies reported on the integration of laser scanning and digital photogrammetry, such as surveying and 3D modeling techniques, for application to heritage sites (Linguaand Rinaudo [29] ; Ioannidis and Tsakiri [30] ; Beraldin [31] ; Boehler and Marbs [32] ; Kadobayashi et al. [33] ; Remondino et al. [34] ). However, integration is mainly exploited at the model level in most cases, despite the need to conduct such process at the data level to overcome the weakness of each data source [1] .
In this study, we integrate multi-source clouds at the data level. We focus on the designation of improvements in 3D reconstruction applied to cultural heritage in terms of data acquisition, data processing efficiency, model quality, and accessibility. In particular, we discuss the idea of integrating laser scanning and image-based 3D reconstruction techniques to produce complete and detailed 3D models for objects of interest relative to heritage objects. In addition, we compute a camera network by analyzing the image conjunction according to the rough flight control data to improve SfM performance in terms of matching efficiency as well as to reduce false matches. Moreover, we assess the applicability of the integration between TLS and UAV platforms for measuring complete 3D points with an iterative registration method, from coarse to fine. To exploit the intrinsic advantages of each sensor, UAV data may be used to reconstruct the basic shape and main structural elements through image reconstruction techniques. Meanwhile, laser scanning data may be used for fine details and sculpted surfaces.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a detailed description on the methodology of the complete pipeline. Section 3 introduces the experimental study and the procedures used for data collection. Section 4 evaluates the performance of the proposed methods and discusses the results in terms of scene geometry 3D reconstruction and modeling. Section 5 concludes.
Methodology
This section introduces the methodology employed to construct complete 3D models of large and complex objects of interesting for heritage objects. Figure 1 is adopted from [35] and presents the frame of 3D reconstruction of cultural heritage that integrates a camera-equipped UAV platform and TLS. The approach mainly consists of two aspects:
1. Recover the scene geometry by orienting and calibrating the bundle of UAV images with the use of our modified SfM method with a computed camera network; and 2. Coarse-to-fine co-registration of multi-source point clouds with an iterative method. Figure 1 . General pipeline for delivering photorealistic 3D models from camera-equipped unmanned aerial vehicle system (UAV) platform and terrestrial laser scanner (TLS).
Additional flight control information on the airborne GPS and IMU devices is used to compute for a topological camera network to guide the image matches. The control points are used to address absolute orientation after processing the geodetic data acquired by the GPS-RTK. These points are also used to evaluate the accuracy of the point cloud particularly that extracted from UAV optical collections.
Image-Based Reconstruction of the UAV Optical Images
The widely used SfM is implemented as a cost-effective method for processing sets of overlapping UAV collections in the point cloud generation procedure. SfM uses pre-detected features to create a sparse point cloud. Figure 2 describes the SfM pipeline for perspective collections. This pipeline mainly contains procedures for distinctive feature point detection, image matching, and bundle adjustment. These procedures aid in establishing the scene geometry and camera parameters. The focal length of the camera should be fixed when adapting the steps employed in SfM to simplify bundle adjustment and self-calibration. The input images should also have a large degree of overlap with each part of the surface to be reconstructed that is visible in at least three images [36] . We utilize the applicability of this pipeline for UAV optical collections and propose necessary improvements or modifications for different steps as needed.
Figure 2.
Pipeline of the applied camera network modified structure from motion (SfM) for processing UAV optical collections.
The first step is to load the images for the analysis and automatic extraction and matching the correlated feature points in multiple images. The well-known Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [37] algorithm in Bundler is one of the most excellent descriptors for its invariance to image scaling, camera rotation, and a certain degree of illumination. Thus, SIFT is used to detect and match features. However, based on our experiment experience, SIFT usually results in memory explosion when dealing with UAV images with very high resolution. Hence, we divide the image into blocks of equal size, extract the local extreme points in each block, and then combine the subset of the feature points.
For image matching, the added image should successively search for all candidate images and identify the correlated feature points between the image pair with a threshold that evaluates the Euclidean distance similarity [25] . Consequently, the number of computations required to match the feature points is quadratic in terms of the number of images, which results in significant redundancy [38] . Notably, threshold-based traversal image matching also results in significant mismatches between pairs of images without common features. Therefore, we propose a camera network by taking full advantage of the airborne flight control data to constrain the matching track to reduce computation cost and drop the mismatches. The camera network is computed through image topological analysis.
First, all images are projected onto the user coordinate through relative orientation with reference to the airborne flight control information. Meanwhile, we compute for the positions of vertexes for each UAV collection by using photogrammetry equations [26] .
Second, we compute the topological relationship between one image P and each vertex V in the other image as T(P,V). 1, ( , ) 0,
where T(P,V) = 1 indicates that the vertex V is contained in image P, whereas T(P,V) = 0 indicates that vertex V lies outside of image P. S p represents the area of image P, and the formula to the right of each item indicates a triangle area composed of the vertex V and any two sequential vertexes of image P.
Finally, we identify the conjunction relationship between nearby images by determining whether any vertex from one image lies in the coverage of the other image. If none of the vertexes from one image lie in the coverage of the other, no common features are found between this image pair. Thus, the image topology between image P l and P k is marked as T(P l , P k ) = 0; otherwise, T(P l , P k ) = 1. 4 4
To simplify, we consider the UAV collections as network G(V, E), which has a node for each image and a directed edge between any image pair with common features.
where n indicates the amount of UAV collections. In this way, the added image will search for corresponding images on the basis of the computed camera network G(V,E). Feature points will not be matched if such points are not present in a pair of images with common areas. Consequently, the probabilities of mismatching the features between an image pair without overlaps decrease, and SIFT features produce a significantly direct matching. For more details on network construction, please refer to our previous work in [26] .
In the following step, a bundle adjustment operator in Bundle is implemented by minimizing the distances between projection rays and feature matches. This process results in a 3D point cloud. Each point contains RGB color information extracted from the correlated multiple images. The density of the point cloud is sparse and can be densified to a dozen orders of magnitude with PMVS [15] .
Co-Registration of UAV Image-Reconstructed Cloud and TLS Scanning Cloud
The co-registration process for the two groups of point clouds finds the Euclidean motion from one to the other, such that all point clouds are represented with respect to a common coordinate system. Recently, the well-known registration methods include Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [39] and its variants. The basic idea of ICP is to treat the nearest point in the other cloud as a correlated point. Given that image-based 3D reconstruction and laser scanning have different principles, coordinates of the two groups of clouds are independent of each other. Consequently, the point clouds extracted from the UAV image reconstruction and TLS measurement present differences in terms of sensing resolution, coverage, accuracy, and scale. Directly implementing an ICP operator will result in a fatal error. Thus, prior coarse registration is necessary for a successful ICP. Another issue that should be considered is the sufficient overlap between the two groups of point clouds.
TLS generally measures the building surface from multiple surrounding stations to create multiple scans that mainly cover information on side walls. Building roofs cannot be covered unless the TLS is placed higher than the objects. An eight-rotor UAV platform is used as supplement. This device acquires information beyond the TLS measurement range. The point cloud that-possesses higher resolution and model accuracy is selected as reference in the co-registration procedure. Before registration, partial scans from the TLS are registered in advance with the ICP module, which is integrated in the software RiSCAN PRO.
In coarse registration, the two groups of point clouds from UAV image reconstruction and TLS measurement are separately oriented to the user coordinate by geodetic ground control points (GCPs) with the well-known Bursa transformation model. Consequently, two clouds with the same scale are produced. A set of correlated features from both clouds lies in the roof boundaries, corners, and road crossings are manually selected to compute for the initial motion between the two clouds. The result of coarse registration is generally poor. Thus, fine registration is subsequently conducted to improve data merging accuracy. The critical issue involved in fine registration is finding the corresponding features between the two groups of 3D points. With an ICP operator, correspondences are established by searching for points in the destination cloud that are closest to a set of points in the source cloud. The nearest point matches are not reasonable correspondences because the sensing resolution is different between the two clouds. Thus, the point-to-point minimization criterion will introduce a number of mismatches. To enhance performance, the normal constraint is considered to reject incorrect correspondences according to one of the ICP variants: Iterative Closest Compatible Point (ICCP) [40, 41] . Finally, the Euclidean motion between two point clouds is iteratively computed by minimizing the cost function C with a least square method, as presented by Formula (5). All the correspondences are used for the adjustment. A weight of 1.0 is recommended for point coordinates from both image reconstruction and TLS measurement. 
where (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ) and (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) represent the points in the image-level and TLS clouds, respectively; and k, T, and R represent the Euclidean motion parameters for a constant scale, translation column, and a 3 × 3 matrix, respectively. Although digitization and modeling are not the main focus of this study, with the final 3D points, such further steps, as digitalization, modeling, and texturing are implemented to obtain a high-resolution photorealistic 3D model. The segmentation and structuring phase is conducted before producing a surface model. Additionally, outlines with simple elements, such as block, circle, or other polygonal boxes, are extracted for model digitalization. Finally, airborne or terrestrial images taken from perspective viewpoints are projected onto the 3D facades through image-to-geometry registration. This projection results in multiple partial facades, which aid in the establishment of a complete textured model.
Experimental Study
In this section, we provide some historical information on the heritage object. We also describe the data collection procedures and equipment used.
The experimentation yielded interesting results with respect to depth resolution, model completeness, and accuracy. To validate the reconstruction procedure on real objects, the methodology has been applied to a historical monument. The complexity of this monument enabled the performance evaluation of the combination of UAV image-reconstructed cloud and TLS cloud for 3D reconstruction. The accuracy of the two groups of point clouds is independently evaluated.
Study Area
The methodology can be applied to objects, especially those with large size and complex construction, for which no single sensor can capture all information. Thus, we chose a case study that covers a historical monument with complex shapes. The monument is called Liao Family Temple, which was built at the end of the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911). Liao Family Temple is at the foot of Bijia Mountain, Gutian Village in Fujian Province, China and covers approximately 826 squares. The temple is a group of brick-and-wood structures consisting of the front and back halls and the wing rooms. This structure has enamel detail and a series of roof corners. Liao Family Temple is considered as one of the most important monuments both in culture and in politics of this area. The great civil war memorial dedicated to this monument has prompted its acceptance as the Gutian Conference Site of the Red Army of Chinese Communist Party in 1929. This monument has also suffered from the aftershocks of successive historical events, which ranged from the Second World War to present-day incidents. Hence, Liao Family Temple is in dire need of reconstruction for preservation.
Data Acquisition
The fieldwork was separated into two sessions. The first session involved aerial imaging. The second session involved terrestrial laser scanning, followed by empirical measurements and terrestrial imaging.
UAV Oblique Image Acquisition
An eight-rotor UAV platform called BNU D8-1 is employed for the aerial image shooting session (Figure 3a) . This UAV platform is equipped with a three-axis pan-tilt-roll remote-controlled camera head (360° on the horizontal axis, 110° on the vertical axis, and rolling ability of 60°). A DSLR Canon EOS 5D Mark II at 8.1 MP with an 18-55 mm lens is used for the aerial imaging session. Image resolution at a typical flying height above terrain of 100 m is approximately 2 cm/pixel. The BNU-D8-1 has a payload limit of approximately 5 kg and full payload flight duration of approximately 20 min. BNU-D8-1 has an onboard navigation system with a navigation-grade GPS receiver (U-bloxLEA6H) and three small MEMS-based IMUs. This system obtains camera positions and postures at the time of camera exposure. BNU-D8-1 can be controlled manually or automatically through self-learning neural network adaptive control technology (Brainy BEE autopilot system V4.11). In this study, BNY-D8-1 is at an automatic route with controlled height above the terrain of 100 m. The route contains three regular lines, thus that we obtain 45 images that possess 80% endlap and 60% sidelap. 
Terrestrial Surveying
In our case study, the short range of the terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) is unavailable. Thus, we used Riegl VZ-4000 (Figure 3b) , which is capable of extremely long-range measurement, to capture the surface information of the Gutian Conference Site. The system specifications indicate a minimum distance of 5 m between the scanner and the surface to be scanned. The system offers 15 mm standard deviation error for measurements implemented at a 150 m distance and a 1 cm maximum distance between two sequential points within a 1000 m distance. The integrated digital camera of the scanner has a 5 MP CCD sensor. This camera is sensitive to illumination, which may result in poor color quality.
Six partial scans were captured from multiple stations. Subsequently, the multi-scan registration procedure was conducted with the use of the standard procedure implemented by manual coarse registration and multi-station-adjustment modules in the RiSCAN PRO 1.1.7 software package. The average distance from the monument was estimated at 30 m, whereas the average distance between two consecutive points was approximately 2 cm. Moreover, the density of the scanning cloud was 2500 points/m 2 . Additionally, 16 GCPs were evenly distributed around the monument. These GCPs were pre-measured by using a GPS-RTK instrument, resulting in a maximum of ±1 cm positioning error. These GCPs can be used in two ways, i.e., for model orientation and for assessing model accuracy.
A consumer digital Canon 50D at 15.1 MP with an 18-55 mm lens was used for the terrestrial imaging session. The average distance of the camera from the monument surface was estimated as 6 m. Perspective images were captured with an average resolution of 1 cm/pixel. These images were subsequently used for model texturing.
Results and Discussions
This study mainly focuses on the 3D reconstruction of the outdoor surface for Gutian Conference Site. Nevertheless, the proposed approach is valid for partial measurement with the use of the TLS or rotor UAV platform. The performance of the camera network matching method is discussed. The complete 3D points are presented by combining the UAV image-reconstructed and TLS clouds. Finally, the final photorealistic 3D model of the monument is established.
Point Cloud Generation from UAV Optical Images
A point cloud is computed with the use of proposed camera network matching method by processing a set of UAV optical images. In this way, feature points will not be matched if they are not in the image pair with a direct edge. Consequently, the camera network revealed that considerable traversal matching redundancy and mismatches are eliminated in the image matching and image orientation processes. Figure 4a presents the flight information that contains three lines and indicates the conjunction between pairs of nearby lines. Figure 4b ,c illustrates the performances of match features in a traversal manner and with the proposed camera network, respectively. We construct an n × n (n is the image number, which is 45 in this study) grid and project the match numbers between pairs of images into the corresponding grids. The match numbers on the grids are proportionally visualized with color degree. When more correspondences exist between image pair, the map pixel shows a higher level of color degree. The results show several matches between the nearby images in the heading direction and between images with side laps. Notably, Figure 4b displays a great deal of noise with low color intensity between pairs of images without overlaps. These noises indicate the mismatches, and are well addressed by our proposed camera network matching, as shown in Figure 4c . (c) Table 1 shows the results of the automated orientation in terms of time consumed and number of reconstructed tie points for both the traversal matching and camera network guided methods. To simplify, we record the matching cost with the number of matching image pairs. Traversal matching produces a total 900 matching image pairs, indicating an O(n 2 ) computation complexity for 45 input images. The camera network guided matching method introduces a total of 564 matching image pairs. The efficiency of the camera network is nearly twice as high as that of the traversal matching strategy. Nevertheless, the camera network achieves performances comparable with those of traversal matching in terms of sparse points and the dense points regardless of the large reduction in the number of matching images. Figure 5 presents the perspective views of the sparse and dense point clouds that were reconstructed with the camera network matching method. A remarkable increase in point density is immediately apparent for the dense reconstruction. After manual editing, the sparse dataset comprised 3.02 × 10 , which is an order of magnitude increase. Figure 5b displays the camera network, which describes a conjunction graph for the image pairs with common features. Visualization in Figure 5c shows that the resolution is sufficient to reveal the roof structure, particularly the shape, texture, and tilling array. To assess model accuracy of image-level point cloud, orientation is achieved in two steps. A relative orientation is initially applied, followed by an absolute orientation through 16 well-distributed GCPs, as shown in Figure 5a . Rather than focusing on absolute positioning, we are more concerned about the relative accuracy (ratio of difference between the measured distance and actual distance to the actual distance) between model elements. Figure 6 displays the relative error in the measurement by using eight control points and eight checkpoints. The model error was evaluated within the range of 8‰ to 12‰. 
Accuracy Evaluation of TLS Point Cloud
The accuracy of a TLS cloud mainly depends on the range between the operating scanner and object surface. The scanning accuracy decreases with increasing range. We evaluate the cloud accuracy (Table 2) is mostly consistent with the nominal accuracy, thus resulting in a standard deviation error within 15 mm of the actual value, except for a larger −19.1 mm at 158.412 m distance. The relative accuracy of TLS measurement (Figure 7) is often lower than ±1% within a 150 m range, which is an order of magnitude higher than that of image-level points. 
Co-Registration of Point Clouds from UAV Image Reconstruction and TLS Scanning for 3D Reconstruction
With the use of the methods illustrated in Section 2, the two groups of point clouds from UAV image reconstruction and TLS scanning are accurately registered. Given that a TLS cloud possesses higher sensing resolution than an image-level cloud with a density of 2500 points/m 2 , the former is selected as the source dataset. These groups create complete 3D points. The statistical standard deviation of registration error is lower than 2.5 cm. The output of registration, i.e., the multi-scans from the TLS, covers most of the information of building sides (Figure 8a ), which leaves partial roof information behind (Figure 8b ). Figure 8c shows that the integration of point clouds acquired by the abovementioned platforms improves the completeness of model coverage. The sensing resolution or density of the image-level cloud is evidently sparser than that of the TLS cloud. A high level of detail was unsuccessfully reconstructed in the hipped gable. Nonetheless, the details provided are sufficient to reveal the roof structure for further 3D modeling. Figure 9a shows that the facades of the final 3D points are manually drawn stone by stone. Figure 9b shows the 3D model after drawing. This model covers a high level of detail in terms of eaves, goalposts, and steps. In the final stage, the photorealistic 3D model is produced by projecting the orthophotos onto the model surface, as shown in Figure 9c . 
Performance and Analysis
In this study, we take the advantages of both TLS, which acquires a point cloud with high sensing resolution and model accuracy, and the camera-equipped rotor UAV platform, which captures perspective optical sequences. Impressive results were obtained. The following issues should be considered to improve the performances significantly.
(1) The flight should cover multiple lines and should obtain images with large heading and side overlaps to enhance the stability of image orientation and geometry reconstructed results. (2) Image resolution affects feature point extraction. Traditionally, an image with a higher resolution will produce more feature points. However, detecting SIFT or SURF features from a low-altitude UAV image generally results in memory explosion because of extremely high sensing resolution. Hence, a sub-divided strategy is introduced in [26] . (3) Airborne positioning accuracy affects the camera network. The navigation precision with the airborne GPS and IMU devices is within ±5 m, which is not as accurate as that of high-quality GNSS/INS devices. However, this accuracy is acceptable when considering the land coverage of each image (approximately 102 m × 68 m at the height of 100 m above the terrain). This precision helps identify the conjunction relationship between nearby images, which will result in insignificant false matches. (4) Resolution difference should be considered. Point clouds captured from hybrid sensors possess different sensing resolutions and various scales. The integration of hybrid point clouds is based on the principle of feature matching. Hence, resolution difference affects the final result. The cloud, which possesses higher sensing resolution and model accuracy and was thus used as base data in the data integration procedure. Furthermore, GCPs were used to solve the scale problem.
We should primarily focus on data integration performance. One of the most significant advantages of the TLS cloud referred in our study is its high accuracy in terms of geometric measurements despite its poor texture information and high cost. Nevertheless, a camera-equipped UAV platform enables flexible data acquisition and produces a textured point cloud with slightly rough sensing resolution and model accuracy. The integration of these two sensors takes full advantage of both model accuracy and coverage completeness.
Numerous methods are suggested to improve the accuracy of integration results. One potential solution is the use of an image matching method [42, 43] . In this manner, the TLS cloud is first projected onto a 2D range image and matched to UAV images on the basis of distinctive features. Subsequently, reverse projecting to the 3D coordinate is performed. Other suggestions can be implemented to improve the efficiency of the results. One suggestion is to reduce the number of images during the image matching and bundle adjustment procedures. Alsadik et al. [27] filtered the image network with the minimal camera principle and then applied improvements through a compromise between coverage and model accuracy [44] . Similarly, Snavey et al. [20] constructed a skeletal graph to process a large number of unordered collections. This process dramatically improved efficiency. Another suggestion is to simplify the network while employing entire images in reconstruction. We introduced the image topology skeleton technique [25] by selecting the image topology number as the weight to reduce network complexity. Nevertheless, studies on the applicability of the integration of the given methods are required for large-scale scene geometry reconstruction.
Conclusions
This study presents a new methodology for reconstructing 3D models. The new method is applied to historical heritage objects. This method combines terrestrial laser scanning and image reconstruction techniques. We mainly focus on the 3D reconstruction of huge or complex monuments which possesses constraints for data acquisition with any single sensor. Moreover, we exploit integration at the data level instead of at the model level to overcome the weakness of each data source [1] . The proposed methodology is tested on a historical monument with complex shapes and results in a maximum of 12‰ model error of relative positioning.
The open-source Bundle is selected as the basic SfM to process the UAV optical collections. In the image matching procedure, we propose a camera network while considering camera position and attitude to simplify image tracks. In the analysis, we consider a camera network with 45 images captured with the use of an eight-rotor UAV platform carrying a Canon 5D Mark II camera. The performance is tested, and a reduced number of 564 image tracks were obtained when compared with the 990 traversal tracks (a nearly 50% reduction). Figure 5 highlights the positive performance of our camera network matching method, which successfully reduced the number of mismatches that emerged in traversal matching. Further, the comparison of the 3D point clouds in Table 1 reveals that the camera network is satisfactory in terms of efficiency and completeness. Figure 5 shows the final 3D points produced from the camera network modified SfM. Although, accuracy is not the primary goal, the camera network achieved acceptable model accuracy with 12‰ model error.
The TLS cloud is characterized by high sensing density in our study. Thus, such cloud can be used to enhance details. In addition, a UAV image-reconstructed cloud covers the overall information of scene geometry. The limited accuracy of the image-level cloud is considered sufficient to reveal surface shape and structure. The integration of the two groups of point clouds improves the coverage completeness, which enables the modeling of the details and the entirety of complex heritage objects. Perspective images captured through airborne and terrestrial sensing can be used to obtain a photorealistic 3D model. However, this topic is outside the main focus of this paper.
Further work can investigate the integration of multi-scale airborne sensing to obtain a more reliable 3D model in terms of the scene resolution of image-level point clouds. Ultimately, future work should consider the improvement of multi-source data fusion to solve issues resulting from resolution differences.
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